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NOTE OF INTENT

In the dance and theatre show FrontX, I have brought together a range of international street
artists who combine exceptional energy and resilience. Their fascinating personal life stories
are the main theme of the show. Slowmotion Phax, a Swede born in Madagascar, was part
of the now legendary first generation of hip-hop artists in France. The Iranian-Australian Roya
The Destroya is a break dancer who only has one leg but many stories to tell. Hello Shelly,
originally from Kosovo, questions the position of women in society through pole dancing and
Thai boxing. Big Ben is a young man of Moroccan origin and two-time beat boxing Champion
of Belgium, whilst B-boy Micael Anigbe is from the Ivory Coast, and Aurélie Castin, who
hails from the Walloon Brabant, completes the team with her soprano singing of soul, funk
and R&B covers.
As spokespersons of our contemporary society, these performers embody the true sense of
integration, since the first meaning of the verb “to integrate” is: “to make complete, whole” and
in so doing build a complete ensemble.

Originally coming from the world of breakdance, for many years I organised “street shows”
with my dance group “Original Style” and then went solo. I learned to express myself publicly,
to overcome my fear of revealing myself in public and to fully forge my stage persona with all
his singularities. I had many special encounters with people.
I met each one of Front-X’s performers along my journey as a street performer. Each one
different from the other, together they form a unit, a coherent group, shining like jewels in a
crown and carrying their weaknesses with strength.
What interests me most is to highlight their inner motivations and what pushes them to
specialise in their unique techniques. How do these atypical individuals transcend their
difficulties through their artistic practice? How do they take responsibility for their injuries and
turn these into assets? These questions have been the engines of our creation.

Milan Emmanuel
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DISTRIBUTION

PRODUCTION:

No Way Back Company

STAGE PRODUCTION & CHOREOGRAPHY:

Milan Emmanuel

DRAMATURGY:

Juan Bernardo Martinez

EXTERNAL CRITIC:

Kristin Rogghe

ARTISTS:

Slowmotion Phax, Roya The Destroya,
Micael Anigbe, Hello Shelly,
Aurélie Castin, Big Ben - Beatbox

LIGHTS:

Hadrien Lefaure

CREATED THANKS TO THE SUPPORT OF:

La Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles

PARTNERS:

KVS, De Kriekelaar, Maison de la culture
de Saint-Gilles

RESIDENCY:

La Monnaie/De Munt, Wolubilis, Latitude 50,
La Roseraie, Ultima Vez

WITH THE HELP OF:

La Cie Victor B, Le Bureau International
Jeunesse - BIJ

TEASER

Short version
Long version
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NO WAY BACK
COMPANY

The No Way Back Company is on the border between hip-hop and contemporary dance,
between the street and the stage, the present and the future. It offers an offbeat look at
society and our values, with a radical discourse and the conviction of contributing to a certain
kind of evolution.
Purposefully coming from a hip-hop background, the Company does not deny its origins but
sublimates them. The Company uses its disciplines as tools of creative expression to uplift
reality. Fed by its influences, the Company does not shrink from mixing up styles to reinforce
its message.
Its flagship show "No Way Back" has been performed a hundred times in Belgium and
exported to France and the Netherlands. Since then the Company has created a show for
street festivals, "Les Polissons", a solo clown show called "Super Showman" and is now
embarking on a new adventure with its show "FrontX".
If there is one recurring theme in the work of the NWB Company, it is that of personal
fulfilment: the emphasis on individuality and differences as enriching humanity. The theme
of the superhero comes up quite frequently.
Dear to its heart, the No Way Back Company has always wanted to treat societal issues
with humour, to have a realistic discourse, aware of the current difficulties but resolutely
positive and looking towards a better future, thanks to the tools in its tool box: the urban
arts.
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ARTISTS

MILAN EMMANUEL
Stage production – choreography

After training in breakdance with the group Original Style and
then with the pioneers of the movement in the USA, Milan
became the Benelux Vice Champion (BOTY) of breakdance in
2004. He trained in acrobatics, clown arts and stage production
at the Watermill Center - USA. He is part of the first 2012
promotion of the Tremplin Hip Hop organised by the WalloniaBrussels Federation. Milan also takes part in many groups
involved in contemporary choreography and teaching hip-hop
dance.
Artistically at the confluence of styles, Milan collaborates in
numerous adventures with: Bob Wilson, Kader Belarbi, Robert
Lepage, José Besprosvany, Jean-Marc Favorin, Rosa Mei,
Robert Carsen, Clara Maria Lobos Villa, Jos Houben, Olivier
Py, ... In 2009, he created the No Way Back Company with
which he staged No Way Back shows: “Les Polissons”, “Super
Showman” and “FrontX”, both in Belgium and abroad. On
request, he also performs short forms shows: No Way Back
meets the Traviata for the Royal Theatre La Monnaie - BRAFA
2013 and Tango VS Hip-Hop for the 2014 Tango Festival. Milan
oversees various Step by Step and Hip-Hop mentoring projects
aimed at the professionalisation of hip-hop dancers. He also
gives workshops for professional dancers.
Since 2010, Milan has organised the Detours Festival, which
offers an alternative version of the urban arts and gives pride of
place to contemporary creations in hip-hop dance. With the
opening of the pedestrian zone in 2015, the City of Brussels
entrusted Milan with the animation of "Detours Cyphers" every
week of the summer in front of the Stock Exchange. It is in the
street and in direct contact with the public that Milan finds the
essence and inspiration for his art. With his love of playing with
conventions and opening new fields of expression, Milan likes
to involves the public so as to create a participatory and yet
unpredictable show.

See: Portrait of Milan E. by Tarmac
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SLOWMATION PHAX
Born in Madagascar in 1965, Phax spent
his youth in Paris and started to street
dance from the age of 13. He is also
Swedish! And one of the legendary
dancers from the first generation of hiphop artists in France dating back to the
1970s. He has developed a very personal
dance style called the slow motion, giving
audiences his quirky and humorous view
of contemporary society.

ROYA THE DESTROYA
Roya was born with one leg. She enjoys
recounting stories of "how she lost her
leg". Roya travels the world and performs
street shows so as to be in direct contact
with people. In addition to being an
impressive dancer with a great mastery of
breakdancing, she is also an outstanding
actress.

MICAEL ANIGBE
Born in the Ivory Coast, Micael came to
Belgium when he was 15 years old. An
upcoming talent of the Belgian Bboy
scene, Micael has developed his own very
powerful and fiery style. He possesses a
youthful energy and an unshakeable lust
for life. You can catch his performances
where he dances on his head every night
in front of the Brussels Stock Exchange.
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HELLO SHELLY
Shelbatra, better known as Hello Shelly on
the European burlesque scene, lived in
Kosovo until the war broke out. With her
talents as both a striptease and
contemporary dance performer, she
pushes her audience to think about the
position of women in our society. She also
practices Thai boxing from Brussels to
Bangkok. These multiple facets make her
one colourful and versatile character.

AURÉLIE CASTIN
A talented Opera singer, Aurélie Castin
studied at the Royal Conservatory of
Brussels. She also likes to sing the soul,
funk and RnB covers at the roots of the
hip-hop movement. Aurélie is also a jazz
dancer. She likes the written form, which
is at the opposite end of the freestyle
culture inherent to the world of hip-hop.

BIG BEN - BEATBOX
Crowned
Belgium’s
Champion
of
Beatboxing twice, Big Ben is at the top of
the game. He is known for his infra
basses, creating some of the lowest
sounds in the world. What he likes best is
to interact with his audience in a call and
response to their requests.
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MEDIA

L E S O I R (MA D ) - 0 5 . 0 9 . 2 0 1 8

BRUZZ-27.09.2018
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LE VIF - 0 6 . 0 9 . 2 0 1 8

Le Soir
22.08.2018 l "Enfin de la diversité sur la scène jeune public"
22.08.2018 l "Un tableau furieusement humain, solidaire et indestructible"

Read

05.09.2018 l "Quand l'union (dans la danse) fait la force"

Focus Vif
30.08.2018 l "Detours festival - La rentrée danse sera hip-hop ou ne sera pas"
05.09.2018 l "Théâtre: 10 spectacles et performances à voir à la rentrée"

Read

06.09.2018 l "La rue prend le pouvoir"
12.09.2018 l "Detours Festival: la rue prend le pouvoir"

Read

BRUZZ
14.09.2018 l "Touche pas à ma diversité"
14.09.2018 l FRONTX de la compagnie No Way Back
Read

27.09.2018 l FRONTX verenigt zes uitzonderlijke street artists.

Read

Van de straat naar de scène

Radio Campus
10.09.2018 l Podcast - Campus info du Detours Festival
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Listen

CONDITIONS
OF TOUR

NUMBER OF PERSONS:

Six performers are on stage, whilst the Company
runs with the Stage Producer and two technicians.
A total of 9 persons are involved.

LENGTH:

60'

SPACE REQUIRED:

10 x 10 x 6M height

MOUNTING:

Pre-mounting light and black box are
requested upon our arrival

FUNDING:

FrontX receives funding from "Tournée Art
et Vie" and "Spectacles à l'école"

TECHNICAL CONTACT PERSON:

Hadrien Lefaure
h.lefaure@gmail.com
+32470366680
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EDUCATIONAL
ACTIVITIES
PÉDAGOGIQUES

THEMES FRONTX BRINGS FORWARD
Integration
Differences
Belonging
Life styles
What dance can bring to your life
Going beyond internal and external barriers
The subjective perception of time
Gender questions
Personal development
Building solidarity

EDUCATIONAL A C T I V I T I E S
The FrontX team offers half-day activities for pupils.
The programme of activities includes:
A talk given by the team
A Breakdance workshop
A Beatboxing workshop
Dance and stage awareness
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Contact
Milan Emmanuel
+32 497 39 13 82
milan.emmanuel@nowayback.pro
www.nowayback.pro
Cie No Way Back / Milan Emmanuel

